Some general results concerning derivations of finitely generated Lie algebras are established. These are employed in order to determine the derivations and centrai extensions of KacPMoody Lie algebras. C 1983 ;2cademic Press. Inc.
mainly interested in applications pertaining to Kac-Moody Lie algebras and their "Borel" subalgebras. As regards the latter, our results appear to be new even in the finite dimensional case and may shed new light on the classification of complete solvable Lie algebras.
DERIVATIONS OF GRADED LIE ALGEBRG
Let G be an abelian group, L = egE c L, a G-graded Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F. We shall always assume that the group G is generated by (g E G; L, Z 01. An L-module V is said to be G-graded if v= @geG V, and L,. V,c If,+,,, Vg: h E G. Note that L and z := (f E L*; f(L,) = 0 for all but finitely many g E G) are G-graded L-modules, the gradation of the latter being given by (I) is the first cohomology group of L with coefficients in V.
Throughout this paper, L is assumed to be finitely generated (as a Lie algebra). It is easily seen that this forces G to be finitely generated. it follows that qn is contained in Der,(L, V),. Let T := (g -h; h E Q, g E R;. Then T is finite and we obtain, observing fL 1): for y E S This shows that the derivations cp and zqs T 'ps coincide on S. As S generates L, we obtain cp = I,, T q4. This proves the assertion. 1
The following result establishes conditions under which the study of Der,(L, V) can be reduced to that of its constituent of degree zero. (1 j We first show that E(ti)~Der,(L, Lj. To that end, let XEL,, ,Y E L, and assume that g = x;=l m,gi, h = C;=l sigj. Then
cp(e-"(g))l)fe"+="(I~(e-"(x)): e-q:cjj)
Consequently, E(p) E Der,(L, L),. Since E(cp)l LO = rp, it follows that E is injective.
(2) Suppose that $ = E(q), cp EDer,(L,; L,). Put Ed= (6V):GjGil 1 didn. Then we obtain for g=Ci=! m,g, Consequently, $ commutes with tii. Assume, conversely that tj E Der,(L, L), commutes with ei, 16 id n and consider q := ij 1 L0. Then we have E(cp)l.p=8'="=cp~8-"ILp=~n15~-~2~ILg=~ILg, thus E(cp)=cp. 1
We conclude this section with a subsidiary result regarding semidirect sums. Let Ja L be an ideal and consider the L-submodule V' := { 1; E V; x.c=o, VXEJ} of V. 
DERIVATIONS OF KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS
From now on we shall suppose that F has characteristic 0. Let A=(a,)t~si,i<-denote an (n x n)-matrix of rank 6. Following MacDonald [lo] we denote by 9 = g(A) the Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to A. There exists an abelian subalgebra A c.9 of dimension 2n -4 and linear mappings z : A + F such that 9 = A 0 @ 1 z0 g,, where gl={xq;
[h,x]=cl(h)x,vhEd).
An element x E J%*\(O) with 9x #O is called a root. There are linearly independent elements hi: . ..) h, E A and a,) . . . . a, E A* such that xj(hi)=av. Furthermore, we have eiEy',,, J;.E~-,,, ldidn with [ei,fi]=6iihi, ldi,jdn and pz,=F.ei, ypz, = F.fi, 1 < id n. Every root CI can be written as a = x;= i m,a, where mi 2 0, 1 < i < n, or nzi < 0, 1 d i < n. Accordingly, roots are called posititle (> 0) or negatice (< 0). We shall also consider the subalgebra d:=&(A) :=A@ @l>O~z which will be referred to as the Bore1 subalgebra of 8. It is well known that if A is an indecomposable Cartan-matrix of positive type, then p is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra and 8 is a Bore1 subalgebra of 8. In the general case one can find an abelian subalgebra a c 4 such that According to (1.5) every linear mappingf: a + C(p) from a into the center C(g) of 9 extends to a derivation qf of L by setting pr(g') = 0. Let r := (V&E HomAa, c(g))). We consider for qEDer,(g, F)~, f:= (pia. By (i) .fEHom,(a, C(g)) and (ii) shows that cp' := cp -yf is a derivation of degree 0 which annihilates &'. Our introductory remarks illustrate the validity of (at(d) of (1.3). Hence there is o:G-+F such that q'=~,EG~(r)py.
Choose ;I;, . . . . h:ER such that z&/r:) = 6,: 1 d i,j d n and consider h := C;= I ~(a~) hl,. Let, Z=x;"=i F?Z,X~ be an element of G and let X, E fX. Then ,(g, 8) . Next we let cp be an element of l-n Inn&g, 9). Since r is contained in Der,( 9, 9)0, we find FZ E 4 such that q=ad h. As cp(e,)=O, ldi<n we obtain k~lT;=~ker ni=C(g). Thus v=adh=O.
Since a and C( 9) have dimension n-G (cf. [lo p. 851) it follows that dim,H'( 8, 9) = dim,F= (n -C)'. 1
Remark. Recently, Benkart and Moody determined Der,( f'(A), g'(A)) for an afline Cartan matrix (a = 12 -1). Their result shows that H'( y'(A), g'(A)) is isomorphic to the Witt algebra and thereby, in particular, infinite dimensional.
Next we consider the bore1 subalgebra 6. Observing that d is a semidirect sum d=&Q @Z,Oy.l= 4'0 8' we see that every linear mapping f: A + C(L) extends to a derivation. q,-: d -+ d via ~~(6') = 0. Let r := { qr; fe Hom,(d: C(e))). Remark. The above result demonstrates particularly that bore1 subalgebras of finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras are complete (centerless with only inner derivations).
CENTRAL EXTENSIOKS OF KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS
Given a finitely generated G-graded Lie algebra L = egEG L, we shall be interested in the space Der,(L, L*). As indicated above, L* contains the G-graded submodule ,? = egs c E, where 2, := (SE L*; f(Lh) = 0, Vh E G\( -g}}.
The following result links the two corresponding cohomology groups: We proceed by induction on n = card(S). If n = 1 and S = {x> we find /.cL* such that -(p(y,,)=k Consider the derivation 40' : L -+ L* which is given by q'(s) = cp(x) -x .fs., Vx E L. Let i' E L* be given by -q'( 4'0) = A'. Equality (* ) then implies that
vx, E L, with a(g) E S'.
As in the first part of the proof we define f,, E L* by
Then cp'(x,) = xg .f,, mod(L) for xg E L, with o(g) = r0 while xg .f,, = 0 mod(Z), V'x, E L, with c(g) E S'. Put fs := fs +f,,. Then cp(x,) = xg .fs. = xg .fs mod(E) whenever xg E L, with a(g) E s'. If x, E L, and a(g) = uO, then = xg .f, + xg -fsr = xg . fs mod( L"), as desired.
As L is finitely generated we can find a finite generating set Mc L consisting of homogeneous elements. Clearly, M defines a finite subset Q c G We shall now specialize our considerations to the algebra 9 and the f-module f*. Note that g inherits a G-gradation from 9 via This readily yields that h .f= of, Vh E A, Vf Egl. Hence the ( s)Z are 4-eigenspaces with eigenvalue function 1.
We recall that (g*)Y = {f~ p*; x .f = 0, Vx ~9). This shows that (p*)f can be naturally identified with n,*. According to (1.5) every linear mapping f:a+a* can be extended to a derivation qr: 9 -+ p* by setting q+(x)(~) = 0 whenever .Y E 9' or DEB'. Let f := (q;f~Hom,(*t, a*))? then r is contained in Der,( 9, ;)O c Der,( 9, f.* ). Consider the linear mapping f := cp 1 II. In accordance with our earlier convention, f~ Hom,(+ CZ,* j. It follows that q' := q -qf is a degree zero derivation which vanishes on a.
We proceed by verifying the following identities:
We have = ~i(hjf~'(f;j(eij + y'iei)(fij).
On the other hand it follows that (a+:; Thus I' = 0, 1 < i < n and the substitution h = hi in ( * ) readily yields the validity of (1). Now ( * ) also entails (2) .
We put CT~ := cp'(eij(fi). Then (1) forces $(Aj(ei) = -rsi and we define 2. E (j?). via i.(hi) = -gi, i/*~ =O. Then (2) shows that h .jU =0= q'(h), Vlh~,4 and cp'(ei)(fij=oi= (ei.ij(fij, 16idn as well as cp'(fi)(ei)= -oi= (fi. l)(e,), 1 < i < n. This qualifies cp' as an inner derivation and we see that cpEr+Inn,(g,;jcT+Inn,(~,~*).
As a result, we have Der,(g,;)c r+ Inn,(y, g*).
Consider the Z-linear mapping G: G -+ F which is given by rr(zi) = 1, 16 i < n (G = @r= i Zrj). It readily follows from our introductory remarks that condition (a) of (3.1) holds. If &E R, 1 < id n are given by ai = 6,: then (ad c,"= i I$) = C, E G a(g)p,. Hence (3.1) applies and Der,(p, g*j= DerAg, 8) + InnAg, p*) = r+ InnAf, f*).
Finally assume cp to be contained in Tn Inn& 9, f*). Then there is i E (q*)O such that q(x) = .~.j., V'XE 9. It follows that q Id = 0, thus cp=o. 1 Our above results then entail the following facts concerning H*( L, F) -, or equivalently, the central extensions of L.
